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Abstract

Single-view reconstruction (SVR) is a fundamental method in computer vision. Often used for 

reconstructing human-made environments, the Manhattan world assumption presumes that planes in the real 

world exist in mutually orthogonal directions. Accordingly, this paper addresses an automatic SVR 

algorithm for Manhattan worlds. A method for estimating the directions of planes using graph-cut 

optimization is proposed. After segmenting an image from extracted line segments, the data cost function and 

smoothness cost function for graph-cut optimization are defined by considering the directions of the line 

segments and neighborhood segments. Furthermore, segments with the same depths are grouped during a 

depth-estimation step using a minimum spanning tree algorithm with the proposed weights. Experimental 

results demonstrate that, unlike previous methods, the proposed method can identify complex Manhattan 

structures of indoor and outdoor scenes and provide the exact boundaries and intersections of planes.
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1. Introduction

Single-view reconstruction (SVR) is a fundamental method in computer vision that has been studied over 

the past decades. However, although various algorithms have been presented, high-quality reconstruction 

from a single image remains a challenging issue. Unlike multi-view reconstruction, which restores a 3D 

space from images of multiple viewpoints, retrieving 3D information from a single image results in 

ambiguity in general cases. Therefore, most SVR algorithms utilize geometric or photometric information to 

eliminate ambiguity.

Many applications provide 3D information for street-side building exterior and interiors, increasing the 

interest in applying SVR to human-made structures. The algorithm can be used for scene understanding or 

restoring the 3D information of buildings from a single image. In addition, it can facilitate multi-view 

reconstruction when the image viewpoints are sparse. Because straight lines and repetitive patterns appear in 
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typical human-made structures, additional information, such as vanishing points and line direction data, can 

be exploited.

Some additional assumptions are applicable to human-made environments. The Manhattan world 

assumption is the most widely used assumption. First cited in [1], the Manhattan world refers to planes and 

intersecting lines of structures aligned in mutually orthogonal directions in a 3D space. This assumption can 

be applied to most human-made structures, while significantly reducing 3D world complexity.

In this paper, an SVR method for reconstructing a Manhattan world is proposed. An image is segmented 

using the detected line segments, and the normal of each segment is determined by the surrounding line 

segment directions. An optimization step based on graph-cut segmentation is performed. Based on the 

experimental results, our algorithm shows effective performance in reconstructing complex Manhattan 

structures, which cannot be achieved with existing reconstruction methods.

2. Related work

Early SVR algorithms require additional user input. Sturm and Maybank [2] proposed an interactive 

algorithm to reconstruct piecewise planar objects. The directions of lines and planes in an image were 

manually specified, and geometric constraints were generated to reconstruct 3D information. Müller et al. [3] 

developed a procedural model that was applied to building facades. The method identifies the repetitive 

pattern of windows from a façade image in a frontoparallel view, and the user then specifies the depth for 

each component of the window.

Another approach for SVR is to use machine learning algorithms, which require an additional training step. 

Hoiem et al. [4] suggested the “photo pop-up” automatic SVR method. The method segments an image into 

superpixels and their groupings or “constellations,” where each constellation is labeled with the categories of 

“ground,” “sky,” and “vertical.” Color, texture, and geometric information were used as features for learning 

during the training phase. Saxena et al. [5] segmented an image into superpixels. Their method trains the 

relationship of neighboring superpixels using the Markov random field (MRF) model and exploits geometric 

relationships between superpixels, such as collinearity and coplanar structures, and image features of 

superpixels. Neither algorithms are restricted to human-made structures; they can be applied to any type of 

image, including natural outdoor scenes.

Algorithms that exploit geometric information, especially line segments, have been recently proposed. Lee 

et al. [6] proposed an indoor Manhattan world reconstruction algorithm. They defined a building hypothesis 

to classify the intersections of lines into several possible 3D structures. Flint et al. suggested a dynamic 

programming approach for reconstructing an indoor Manhattan world [7]. In [8], algorithms that do not 

require the Manhattan world assumption were presented. The normal of planes can be estimated through 

rectification, which uses the intersections of line segments. These algorithms do not require a training step; 

rather, they rely only on the geometric relationships of line segments.

Unlike the above methods, the approach of Wu et al. is based on the repetitive patterns of buildings [9]. 

The minimal repeating unit of a building façade was determined, and the depth of each pixel was estimated 

through the graph-cut optimization framework. Ramalingam and Brand reconstructed the line segments of 

Manhattan world images into a 3D space [10].

This study has several contributions: First, we solved the plane normal estimation problem using the 

graph-cut optimization framework. The data cost function and smoothness cost function were defined using 

the surrounding line of each segment. Then, we applied the graph-cut algorithm segment wise rather than 

pixel wise, which helps to reduce the optimization time. Second, we extended Zaheer’s method [8] to 

estimate the depth values from the oversegmented image. In particular, our proposed algorithm uses a 
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minimum spanning tree (MST) to group segments that have the same depth. Consequently, the experimental 

results show that our algorithm can be applied to indoor and outdoor Manhattan world images. Moreover, 

better results were demonstrated as compared to those of previous methods, such as in [6] and [8]. Hence, 

our method can reconstruct complex Manhattan structures, which cannot be accomplished using existing 

methods.

3. Proposed method

3.1 Pre-processing

Line segments are the primary features of our reconstruction method. We used the line segment detection 

(LSD) algorithm [11] to extract line segments. Line segments extracted from LSD may be fragmented or 

broken when applied to real-world images. To segment an image into pieces using line segments, we must 

connect the gap between the line segments. We extend the line segment until it intersects with another line 

segment or before the RGB values of the pixels adjacent to the line segment suddenly change. A drastic 

intensity change indicates that a segment is occluded by another segment. We assume that if neighboring 

pixel values are similar, those pixels tend to be on the same plane. A line segment in the image is extended 

from the end points as shown in Figure 1(a). Then, the image is segmented using extended line segments as 

shown in Figure 1(b). All the closed polygons formed by the surrounding line segments became segments. 

We intentionally oversegmented the image using extended line segments because there is no step in dividing 

the segment after the line extension step.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed algorithm: (a) Line segment extraction and extension. (b) 

Oversegmented image. (c) Estimating normal directions of segments. (d) Estimating 

segment depths. 

3.2 Vanishing point detection and finding Manhattan directions

Before we assign normal and depth values for each segment, we must estimate the three vanishing points 

of Manhattan directions from the extended line segments. Manhattan directions are mutually orthogonal; 

therefore, finding three directions with only one plane is possible. Line segments should orthogonally meet 

in Manhattan worlds, but they are not orthogonal in the 2D image because of perspective distortion. 

Perspective distortion may occur when the camera is rotated with respect to the plane. When the camera is in 

a canonical position, the perspective distortion induced by the camera rotation can be formulated as follows:

H = KR�
�
R�
�
R�
�K��, (1)

where � is the intrinsic matrix of the camera and α, β, and γ are the respective degrees of rotation in the 

x, y, and z directions, respectively. In [8], Zaheer et al. proposed the cost function, which estimates α and β

as rectifying homographies. We calculated the rectification homography of the most dominant plane in the 

scene by minimizing the cost function. We first assumed that two pairs of intersecting lines are orthogonal in 
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the 3D space. Then, we estimated α and β, which can be uniquely determined for two different pairs.

From the rotational matrix� = R�
�
R�
�
R�
�, the normal vector of the dominant plane was calculated as the 

product of the inverse of R and the z-axis; the other axes were similarly calculated. The three Manhattan 

directions in the 3D space can be calculated as follows:

�� = R�[0,0,1]� , (2)

�� = R�[0,1,0]� , (3)

�� = R�[1,0,0]� . (4)

We used the notations �, �, and � to denote the Manhattan directions. From these directions, three 

vanishing points can be calculated as follows:

�� = K�� , (5)

�� = K��, (6)

�� = K�� . (7)

After identifying the directions, we assigned each line segment in the image to one or more Manhattan 

directions. We used cosine similarity to measure how well the line segment is fitted to the respective 

vanishing points. We created a virtual line ��, which connects the center point of a line segment and the 

vanishing point. Then, we computed the cosine similarity of the �� and original line segment �. The cosine 

similarity of the two lines is calculated as follows:

cos� =
� ∙ ��

‖�‖‖��‖
. (8)

The absolute value of the cosine similarity is close to 1 because the line is close to the vanishing point. A 

line segment is assigned to the direction of the corresponding vanishing point if |cos�| ≤ 0.9. The line 

segment can be assigned to multiple directions because a Manhattan world image often consists of two 

horizontal vanishing points and one vertical vanishing point. In this case, the horizontal lines in the image 

can be connected to either the left or right side of the vanishing point in the 3D space. Therefore, if more 

than two directions satisfy the condition |cos�| ≤ 0.9 and the difference between them is less than 0.01, 

then we assign the line segment to both vanishing points.

3.3 Segment normal estimation

Using line segment direction information, we determined the normal of each segment in the segmented 

image. We solved the normal labeling problem in the energy minimization framework, and graph-cut 

optimization [12,13] was used. Boykov et al. [12] proposed a fast algorithm that finds an approximated 

solution to minimize the energy function. The algorithm has the following forms:

E(�) = � ��,���� , ���

{�,�}∈�

+ � ��(��)

�∈�

. (9)

The function is described as the sum of two terms. The first term is called the smoothness cost, which 

formulates the relationship between neighboring segments. It is used to penalize the case in which 

neighboring sites have different labels. ��,����, ��� is the cost when sites p and q are assigned to labels ��

and ��, respectively. The second term is called the data cost, which exploits the characteristics of site p itself. 

Generally, minimizing this form of the energy function is equivalent to finding the maximum a posteriori 

solution of the MRF structure. We constructed the MRF structure using the oversegmented image from 

Section 3.1. Each segment, which is a polygon surrounded by line segments, becomes a site. Two segments 

are defined as neighbors if they share one or more common line segments.

Our data cost represents how well the surrounding line segments support the normal of the corresponding 
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segment. For instance, if a segment is surrounded by x- and y-direction lines, then the normal of the segment 

should be in the z direction under the Manhattan world assumption. However, the surrounding line segment 

may not be the real surrounding line in the 3D space because the segment can be occluded by another 

segment. Our data cost comprises the information on the directions of the surrounding lines and occlusion 

information.

First, the line supporting score represents the weight or confidence of the line segment, which is defined 

for each surrounding line of each segment. The line supporting score (lss) for line segment � surrounding 

segment � is defined as follows:

���(�, �) =
‖�‖

∑ ‖��‖��∈�
+
‖����‖

‖�‖
, (10)

where �� ∈ � means that �� is a surrounding line of segment �. Hence, ∑ ‖��‖��∈� is the perimeter of 

segment �. ���� is a portion of the line segment, which is detected from the LSD detector. We consider that 

line segments from the LSD detector are more reliable than extended line segments because extended line 

segments often show unexpected results. For example, when a line segment is extended beyond the border of 

a plane, the extended portion divides another plane into parts. A line segment has a higher supporting score if 

the line has a greater portion of its perimeter and if the line is originally detected by the LSD detector.

Figure 2. (a) Pixel comparison for occlusion reasoning. Vertices of the parallelogram around 

the intersection point are sampled to compare the RGB values. (b),(c) Sampled points in real 

images are marked in green, blue, red, and white.

Next, we defined the direction scores for each segment. Each segment has six directional scores. The 

Manhattan world has only three directions, which are denoted as x, y, and z. However, for line segments that 

are assigned to multiple directions, the direction scores are separately calculated. We refer to these directions 

as xy, yz, and zx. The xy direction is the direction score for line segments whose directions are assigned to 

both x and y. The direction score of segment � with direction � is defined as follows:

��(�, �) = � ���� ∙ ���(�, �)

�∈� ��� ���(�)��

, (11)

where ���(�) denotes the direction assigned to line segment �, and ���� is the weight of the occlusion 

information. If line segment � is occluding segment �, then � is actually not a surrounding line segment of 

�. In this case, we set ���� = 0.5 to penalize the occluding line segment. Then, ���� = 1 was used. Figure

2 illustrates the occlusion inference method. We designed a simple occlusion detection algorithm by 

comparing the pixel values around the intersection of two line segments. The two lines divide the 2D plane 

into four parts. We sampled each part of the pixel value near the intersection point. Four points are the 

vertices of a parallelogram whose center point is the intersection point. These points are shown in Figure 2(a). 

Figure 2(b) shows how the points are sampled in a real image. The four points are represented by red, blue, 

green, and white dots for each intersection point. Figure 2(c) shows an example of an occlusion, which is a 
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magnified image of the red box in Figure 2(b). Line segment �� is occluded by �� if the following 

condition is satisfied:

����(��, ��) ≤ �� ��� ����(��, ��) ≤ �� . (12)

The occlusion inference depends only on the pixel values. We did not consider the geometric relationship of 

the line segment itself because it does not give reliable results in many cases due to unexpected expansion 

results.

The final data cost for labeling the normal of segment S as �, y, and z is defined as follows:

��(�) = −����� ∙ {��(�, �) + ��(�, �) + 0.5 ∙ ��(�, ��)}, (13)

��(�) = −����� ∙ {��(�, �) + ��(�, �) + 0.5 ∙ ��(�, ��)}, (14)

��(�) = −����� ∙ {��(�, �) + ��(�, �) + 0.5 ∙ ��(�, ��)}. (15)

A segment with line segments with directions assigned to both � and � can have � as a normal. In this 

case, some line segments are in the � direction, whereas the others are in the � direction. Therefore, we 

multiplied 0.5 as the weight to the direction scores with multiple directions. ����� is the weight of the area 

of the segment and is defined as follows:

����� = 1.0 +
n�
100

, (16)

where �� is the number of pixels of segment �. Because a high ����� value stretches the gap between the 

data cost of different labels, a segment with a large area is less affected by the smoothness cost.

The smoothness cost is defined over the neighboring segments that share one or more common line 

segments. The main idea for designing the smoothness cost is that the directions of intersecting lines of two 

planes in a Manhattan world are determined by the normal of the planes. For instance, if a plane with x

normal and a plane with y normal intersect, the intersection line should be in the z direction. Therefore, if 

neighboring segments have a different normal, then the direction of the intersecting line segment and the 

normal of neighboring segments should differ. The weight considering this concept of intersecting lines is 

used in the smoothness cost, which is defined as follows:

���� = � 0.1 �� ������(�) ≠ �������������� and ������(�) ≠ ��������������

1 otherwise
, (17)

where ������(�) refers to the normal of segment � and ���(�) refers to the direction of the line segment. 

��������� refers to the common line of segments � and �.

Another weight for the smoothness cost is the ratio of the extended and non-extended line segments in 

neighboring line segments, which is similar to the line supporting score in the data cost. The weight, which is 

related to the neighboring line segment wl, is defined as follows:

�� = 1 − 0.9 ∗ �
‖����‖

‖�‖
�, (18)

where ‖�‖ and ‖����‖ are the lengths of the common line segment and portion of the line segment 

extracted from the LSD, respectively. To balance the effect between line extension and line validation, we 

set the weight range of �� to 0.1–1.0. The value of �� decreases as the ratio of the original segment 

increases. Hence, the smoothness cost has a lower value for the original line segment and reduces the penalty 

for neighboring segments with different labels.

The final smoothness cost is defined as follows:

��,�(�� , ��) = �
0 �� �� = ��
���� ∙ �� ∙ ������� otherwise

, (19)

where ������� is a constant that balances data and smoothness costs. We empirically set ������� = 5.

Combining the data cost and smoothness cost defined above, the entire energy function to be minimized is
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E(�) = � ��,�(�� , ��)

{�,�}∈�

+ ���(��)

�∈�

. (20)

We used the α − β − swap algorithm proposed in [12]. Conditions for the smoothness cost to use the α −

β − swap were discussed in [12] and [13]. For any two labels α, β, the smoothness cost must satisfy the 

following conditions:

�(�, �) + �(�, �) ≤ �(�, �) + �(�, �). (21)

Because our smoothness cost is 0 for the same labels, it satisfies the condition for using the α − β −

swap. The normal estimation results are illustrated in Figure 1(c). The three Manhattan directions are shown 

in red, green, and blue.

3.5 Segment depth estimation

The depth estimation of connected planes can be formulated as a linear system in the following form:

�� = �, (22)

where � is the matrix containing the intersection point constraints and � is the column vector that contains 

the depth information of each plane. Matrix � should be a full-rank matrix to apply singular value 

decomposition and find a meaningful solution. We cannot directly apply the method to an oversegmented 

image because the matrix is a sparse matrix in most cases. To solve this problem, we developed a method for 

clustering segments with the same depth.

The fragmented segments must be connected to identify the actual intersection of the planes in the 3D 

world. We refer to this line as the “articulation line.” We used MST to cluster the connected planes and 

locate the articulation from the image. The graph structure is the same as that used in the graph-cut 

optimization. Each segment becomes a node of the graph, and an edge connects two nodes if two segments 

share a common line segment. If two segments are connected in the MST, then the two segments are 

connected in a real-world 3D space. If connected segments have a different normal, then the common line 

can be either an articulation line or an occluding line depending on the direction of the common line and 

normal of the segments. If the segments have the same normal, then they represent the same plane.

The weighting scheme for the MST is similar to the smoothness cost. Three criteria are considered when 

assigning the weight to each edge according to the relationship between the common line and neighboring 

segments. The first criterion is the weight of the articulation lines. We consider a common line of 

neighboring segments as an articulation line if the following condition is satisfied:

������(�) ≠ ���(�) and ������(�) ≠ ���(�) and ������(�) ≠ ������(�), (23)

where � is the common line segment of segments � and �. This condition is the same as that used for the 

smoothness cost. The edges in this criterion have the lowest weights. The second criterion indicates the case 

in which the neighboring segments have the same normal. The segments adhering to this criterion may be on 

the same plane. Nevertheless, a plane may sometimes be occluded by another plane that has the same normal. 

To distinguish this case, we specified the weight by the portion that a common line segment shares with the 

planes. Finally, when the segments satisfy none of the above conditions, the highest weight is assigned to the 

edge of the segments. The final weighting scheme is defined as follows:

��� =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 1 −

‖������‖

‖�‖
�� �, �, � ������� ��������� (23)

1 −
‖�������‖

max�����, �����
+ 2 �� ������(�) = ������(�)

∞ otherwise

. (24)

Different weights were assigned to the edges in the same criterion. ������ in the first criterion refers to the 
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portion of the line segment that satisfies Equation (23). We formulated the MST algorithm using Kruskal’s 

algorithm. After grouping the same plane using MST, segments were connected in the plane unit, and the 

linear system was constructed. We then estimated the depth of the planes up to scale, but only when all 

planes were connected. If an isolated segment exists, then the depth of the plane could be estimated 

incorrectly. The depth estimation results illustrated are illustrated in Figure 1(d). Brighter regions have 

greater depth values than darker regions.

4. Experimental results

We tested our method on the York Urban Database [14] and Manhattan world images. We compared our 

normal estimation method with those of the most similar methods to ours such as Lee et al. [6] and Zaheer et 

al. [8]. In Section 4.1, we outline the results, and in Section 4.2, we provide our reconstruction results. We 

excluded images that contained a significant portion of non-Manhattan structures, such as the sky, trees, or 

curved surfaces. Because our method highly depends on line segments, a sky detection or occlusion removal 

step should precede the process to address those images.

Figure 3. Qualitative comparison of normal estimation. Only our method successfully 

captures detailed structures in all cases.

4.1 Normal estimation results

In this experiment, we evaluated how well the proposed graph-cut optimization scheme estimates the 

normal of the planes. Similar SVR algorithms have slightly different assumptions, so it is difficult to directly 

compare these methods with ours. However, as the results demonstrate, our method performed better than 

the comparable methods in most cases. In particular, when the Manhattan world structure was complex, our 

method successfully captured detailed structures. Figure 3 presents a qualitative comparison of several 

Manhattan world images. Evidently, our method can effectively reconstruct the detailed structure of the 

Manhattan worlds.

4.2 3D reconstruction results

In this section, we present the 3D reconstruction results obtained after normal and depth estimations. In 

Figure 4, images in the left-most column are input images, and the remaining images are the reconstructed 

3D models from various perspectives. Through our evaluation, we determined that the failure cases of our 
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algorithm are primarily due to fragmented or over-extended line segments. Although our normal estimation 

method compensates for the oversegmented image using the smoothness cost, the fragmented line segments 

can enable different planes to occur in the same segments.

Figure 4. 3D reconstruction result. The red dots in the reconstructed images denote the 

estimated location of the camera.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an SVR algorithm that can be applied to Manhattan world images. After 

determining the Manhattan directions and vanishing points by exploiting the rotational matrix of the camera, 

we suggested a novel cost function for graph-cut optimization to estimate the normal of the planes in the 

image. We then used the MST to construct a linear system for depth estimation. The results of the proposed 

method showed that our algorithm can effectively reconstruct complex Manhattan world structures, which 

cannot be achieved with previous SVR methods.

The limitation of our work is that the result is highly dependent on the line detection results. A region 

where the line segment has not been detected will be handled in the same plane; consequently, the results 

may tend to be influenced by occluding objects or shade. Our future work will include an additional object-

or background-removal step to produce a more accurate reconstruction result of outdoor scenes and a line 

refinement algorithm for pre-processing.
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